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 Previous plant taxonomic systems based on morphology had often disagreed with the molecular 
phylogenetic trees. I have advanced taxonomical reevaluation based on morphology and molecular 
phylogeny on family Asparagaceae, Tofieldiaceae, Dioscoreaceae, Cyperaceae, etc. 
 For conserving local populations of endangered plant 
species, I am investigating their fluctuation, and studying 
on hybridization and genetic disturbance of the species. 
For ex-situ conservation, frozen seeds from the local 
populations of endangered plants have been preserved. 
For example, I have surveyed a lot of wild populations of 
Rumex nepalensis subsp. andreaeanus in Okayama and 
adjacent area, and found new hybrids of the subspecies.

 About 17,000 frozen seed accessions of 3,500 wild plant species 
from wild populations are available for scientific studies. Those are not 
guaranteed for survival rate. Exchanging MTA is needed before using 
the seeds. An herbarium is also available for studies on weekdays. 
About 80,000 specimens of 6,000 wild plant species from Japan and 
other countries have been preserved under APG system. They include 
various weeds from the world, naturalized plants in Japan, endangered 
species, plants of Ryukyu, and so on. About 30,000 dried seed spec-
imens are also available. Please contact me (junyama@okayama-u.
ac.jp) to access the genetic resources and herbarium.

Genetic resources of wild plants
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Role of flagella, flagellin glycosyation and flagella-mediated chemo-
taxis in virulence of Pseudomonas syringae pv. tabaci 6605 (Pta6605)
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Understanding the mechanisms by which phytopathogens express their virulence is crucial for 
controlling plant diseases. Using Gram-negative phytopathogen Pseudomonas syringae pv. 
tabaci 6605 (Pta6605) as a model pathogen, we revealed that flagella-defective mutant (∆fliC) 
lost surface motility and reduced virulence. Furthermore, flagellin-glycosylation-defective mutant 
(∆fgt1) remarkably reduced surface motility and virulence. These results indicate that flagella 
and flagellin glycosylation are important for surface motility and virulence. To examine whether 
motility with directionality is required in virulence we generated several mutants for chemotaxis. 
Although there are two sets of chemotaxis gene cluster (cheⅠ  and cheⅡ ), we found that cheⅡ
is required for virulence in Pta6605. In general, compared with animal pathogenic bacteria, plant 
pathogenic bacteria have a large number of chemotactic receptor genes, mcp. Pta6605 also 
has 53 mcp genes and among them we revealed that one mcp encoding the chemoreceptor 
for gamma-aminobutyric acid and two mcp encoding the chemorecepotrs for amino acids are 
important for bacterial infection. 
Analysis of role of other Mcp 
proteins in plant infection is now 
under investigation.
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